Cetra System
®

Extraordinary beauty,
exceptional strength.

Cetra’s warm wood tones impart a sense of permanence and stability in the open plan.
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Product specifications: Fabric panels: Vibrations Stainless Blue, Softened end trim, Amber Cherry; Sectional panels: Clear glass, Graphite; Worksurfaces: Blue Cloud laminate,
Amber Cherry, Softened edge; Overhead Storage: Square profile, hinged door, Prism Glass, Amber Cherry cabinet; Vertical & Undersurface Storage: Square profile, Amber
Cherry, Bar pull, Black Matte; Seating: Skye, Platinum Metallic, Indulgence Tuxedo; Associate, Spectrum Black, Amber finish.

responds elegantly to your wants, wishes and ways of working.
Its rich hardwood veneers, glass accents and diverse textile collection melds

Cetra

classic and contemporary, sophisticated and spirited. These panels harmonize with all
our Footprint worksurfaces and storage components, to create

distinctive work

environments that inspire confidence and stand the test of time.
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Cetra’s diverse menu of monolithic, sectional and stackable panels satisfies the requirements of every workplace application.
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Product specifications: Fabric panels & tiles: Rendezvous Creamy Coffee, Thin Square top cap and end trim, Natural Maple; Wood tiles, Softened edge worksurfaces
& Square profile storage: Natural Maple, Arc pull, Cinder; Cushioned Top Mobile Pedestals: Flat Front, Metal, Arc pull, Cinder, Metallix Moondust; Slat tile: Cinder;
Seating: Skye, Chrome, Metallix Moondust & Indulgence Tuxedo.
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Timeless design.
Cetra’s

refined aesthetic conveys respect, purpose and stability.

The system’s acoustical, sectional and stackable panels tailor the space, providing
a

rigid structural foundation and housing all the power and communications

you need. Cetra addresses every workplace application and handsomely outfits
each floor plan.

Cetra's transitional top and end trim profiles unify the style of the panels and Footprint components in this 8' X 8' space.
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Product specifications: Fabric panels: Times Square Gold, Transitional top cap and end trim, Caramel Maple; Worksurfaces: Caramel Maple, Transitional edge;
Storage: Square profile, Caramel Maple, Transitional pull, Brushed Bronze; Seating: Stature, Indulgence Toffee, Caramel finish.

Cetra wood top and end trim profiles include Softened, Thin Square and Transitional, in a varied palette of painted colors or warm wood finishes.

■ A wealth of panel sizes, shapes and types — fabric, wood and glass; sectional, curved, and doors —

gives you the functional flexibility to support different departments and work styles side-by-side.
■ A large portfolio of surface material options and combinations — rich wood finishes, textured fabrics and

coordinating paints — lets you control every visual detail.
■ Integration of panel types — monolithic side-by-side with sectional — allows you to achieve the aesthetic

or functional result you need.
■ Cetra’s strength, durability and integration of finishes across product lines ensure the integrity of your

furniture investment.

Pack clean ergonomic style, lots of storage capacity and value into an efficient 6' X 8' station with thin square trim, metal storage
and thermofoil worksurfaces.

Product specifications: Fabric panels: Times Square Gold, Thin Square top caps and end trim, Chamois; Worksurfaces: Thermofoil, Cashmere Fiber; Storage: Flat profile,
Chamois, Full pull; Seating: Stature, Patina Plush Bisque.
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Cetra’s stackable panels can add floor-to-ceiling privacy.
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Product specifications: Fabric tiles: Dune Drift; Softened top caps and end trim, Wood tiles, Softened edge worksurfaces & Square profile storage: Cordovan Walnut,
Bar pull, Black Matte; Table: Ebony Walnut; Slat tiles: Cinder; Seating: Xtreme, Indulgence Tuxedo; Stature, Essence Copper Metallic.
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Staying Power.
Cetra is engineered to be

sturdy and practical. Rigid steel-to-steel

connections provide unsurpassed strength. Cetra panels are dimensioned to give

true measurements between intersecting panels. Handsome, resourceful and
durable, Cetra is an enduring value.
■ Base or optional mid-wireways let you bring power and voice/data where they’re needed.
■ Four power options give you the capacity and adaptability to meet the demand. Two 4 circuit/8 wire configurations

or enhanced 4 circuit/10 wire and 6 circuit/10 wire systems support intense computerized equipment requirements.
■ Building electrical may be sourced from the wall, floor or ceiling and is distributed through the panel via a generous

4.5" x 2.5" wireway at the base or just above worksurface height.
■ A variety of optional electrical and voice/data modules position power and data on the worksurface for easy access.
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An excellent sound barrier, Cetra’s
acoustical panel is built over a solid inner
partition covered with two layers of fiberglass
per side and the outer panel fabric.

Cetra is incomparably stable and rigid due to its steel-to-steel panel connections.

■ The wide variety of Cetra panel types include tackable acoustic, wood/fabric, mid-wireway, glass, curved, sectional,

stackable and doors.
■ Cetra panels come in 30" to 80" heights; 18" to 60" widths.
■ Top and bottom brackets join Cetra panels with a steel-to-steel interference fit for excellent rigidity.
■ Interlocking vertical connection assures consistent, narrow reveals between panels.
■ Sound-absorbing acoustic panels combined with stackable panels allow you to adjust privacy levels up to 118".
■ Cetra sectional panels accept pass-thru, fabric, slat, glass, wood, painted and ventilated metal tiles.
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To view all the options and finishes available on Cetra, ask your
Kimball Office representative to render it in e-magine, our planning,
specification and visualization software. For your planning convenience,
the arrangements found in this brochure are available as preconfigured
typicals in e-magine.
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